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Celebrating Southern’s Culture
Student Association (SA) ended the year with a festive night celebrating the diverse cultures that combine to enrich Southern’s campus. “This Is Us,” featured a wide variety of food, skits, and performances by students. Freshman Jamelis Figueroa, who is majoring in health, physical education, and recreation, carried the Malaysian flag during the opening parade of nations. This event was the brainchild of SA President Phillip Warfield (see page 19) and was the culmination of his year-long campaign to foster inclusion and unity on campus.
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Coming Home: Then & Now

In 1972, when Southern was still Southern Missionary College and Four Corners was a simple four-way stop, the yearbook staff documented the drive from I-75 to campus. While the last 46 years have brought significant change and growth to the surrounding area and to the school, travelers can still find familiar landmarks, such as the gas station at the intersection of Old Lee Highway and Apison Pike, and the iconic columns of Wright Hall. See how these photos compare to your time at Southern!

To view larger versions of these comparison photos, visit southern.edu/thenandnow.
**Students Mentor Middle Schoolers in Computer Science**

Southern Adventist University students have taken the initiative to mentor middle-school-aged girls through a program they call Hire Tech Minded Ladies (HTML).

Headed by Enactus members Eileen Flores, junior management major, and Natasha Panjaitan, sophomore management major, the program is in collaboration with Girls Who Code, a nationwide nonprofit organization that works to increase the number of women in the field of computer science. “I just wanted to do something bigger than myself, and I think there is a lot of potential in the Chattanooga area to impact women in the technology industry,” Panjaitan said. “With computer science, you can be really independent. You can start companies and have big opportunities just because of this one skill. So we wanted to bring this opportunity to the younger girls in our community.”

Each weekly meeting consists of spending time discussing the prior week, watching videos about prominent females in the computer science field, and working on a health and wellness app that the girls are designing and coding. The middle school girls who take part in this on-campus program say they deeply enjoy being able to spend time with new friends, learn new skills, and be mentored by the college-aged girls. “A friend told me about the program, and we had something like this at our school, but it wasn’t as interesting as HTML,” said Naomi Diaz, a participant. “I also want to do something like this in the future. I like the videos and coding.”

As a student at Southern, the ideologies of several faculty members impacted Shaw. Former physics professor Ray Hefter, for example, made a lasting impact on his outlook on life. “I really enjoyed classes taught by Dr. Hefter; he had a natural ability to connect science, philosophy, and religion together,” Shaw said. “His course on the philosophy of how the universe works is what I remember more than any other academic experience I had in college.”

The first awards of the endowment will be given to students in the fall 2018 semester. Southern invites additional gifts to grow the Dr. Rahn and Natalia Shaw Endowed Scholarship Fund, part of Southern’s Campaign for Excellence in Faith and Learning.

**$1 Million Gift Funds New Endowed Scholarship for STEM and Business Majors**

Rahn Shaw, ’78, MD, past glimpses of his calling to medicine even before attending Southern. He worked several jobs in a hospital cleaning lab equipment, performing housekeeping, and caring for patients as an orderly. Those experiences, along with his time on campus, laid the foundation for both a successful career and a heart for helping future students find their own career paths.

Shaw recently gifted $1 million to Southern that will provide scholarships for students majoring in biology, business, chemistry, computer science, mathematic, and physics. The Dr. Rahn and Natalia Shaw Endowed Scholarship Fund is specifically designed to look at academic achievements and recognize students who have an entrepreneurial spirit as well as a willingness to explore their field’s content with fresh perspectives.

As a student at Southern, the ideologies of several faculty members impacted Shaw. Former physics professor Ray Hefter, for example, made a lasting impact on his outlook on life. “I really enjoyed classes taught by Dr. Hefter; he had a natural ability to connect science, philosophy, and religion together,” Shaw said. "His course on the philosophy of how the universe works is what I remember more than any other academic experience I had in college.”

The first awards of the endowment will be given to students in the fall 2018 semester. Southern invites additional gifts to grow the Dr. Rahn and Natalia Shaw Endowed Scholarship Fund, part of Southern’s Campaign for Excellence in Faith and Learning.

**Southern Welcomes New Associate Vice President for Academic Administration**

Donnie Felix, PhD, will join Southern’s administrative team as the new associate vice president for Academic Administration beginning this June. Felix will oversee institutional research, online learning, and much more as she works closely with Senior Vice President for Academic Administration Robert Young, PhD.

“I am delighted Dr. Felix has agreed to join the administration of the university,” Young said. “She brings a passion for faculty development and student success that will be very helpful in her daily work. She is also a gifted communicator and good listener. These abilities will serve her and Southern well.”

Felix has 17 years of experience working in education at Capella University, University of Alabama, Oakwood University, and most recently Calhoun Community College. She has a doctorate in education, a master’s degree in English, and a bachelor’s degree in communication.

In her free time, Felix enjoys cooking, painting, and reading. She and her husband, Ron Felix, have one daughter, Sairi, who is a sophomore clinical psychology major at Southern. Felix looks forward to the challenges ahead as she transitions to her new position.

“All my life, I have watched God order my decisions, my steps, and my reality. He has never disappointed me,” she said. “My journey to Southern was quite unexpected, but I covenanted with God that if Southern was the direction in which He was leading, I would go; however, He would have to be in the details. I am thrilled beyond words to be joining the Southern family because I know that even as I covenanted with the Father, He has covenanted with me. He will be in the details. I look forward to the direction in which Southern and the Southern family as, together, we walk into God’s purpose.”

—by Lizzie Williams

**Global Community Development Program Offers Local Field Work Option**

The Global Community Development program at Southern can now be completed without leaving the United States. The program offers local field work experience that will enable required students to spend several weeks abroad gaining hands-on experience in the field, now they can choose to work with the United Way in Chattanooga to gain applicable experience in a more affordable and accessible way.

“The skills our students are learning can be applied in any setting, whether here or internationally,” said Karen Powell, JD, MFA, director of the Global Community Development program. “The whole un-derpinning of the course is the idea that God has taught us to serve those who are in need and to build up our communities. We hope that by offering the training here, more people can pursue this field.”

In partnering with the United Way, students have connected with Eileen Fehrbach, PhD, to work with grassroots community engagement projects. This year students focused on Avondale, a low-income neighborhood in Chattanooga, exploring a link between abandoned properties and an increase in crime. The information they gathered helped community members address issues surrounding affordable housing and holding out-of-state property owners accountable for maintaining vacant properties.

—by Janell Hullquist

**by the numbers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>123</strong></th>
<th><strong>11</strong></th>
<th><strong>175,194</strong></th>
<th><strong>2,200</strong></th>
<th><strong>662</strong></th>
<th><strong>20</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International students attending Southern this semester, representing 38 countries</td>
<td>Weekly opportunities for convocation and worship credits</td>
<td>Books in McKeen Library</td>
<td>Parking spaces on campus, which will expand by 52 when the new Beitz Center for Student Life is built</td>
<td>Miles walked during the spring Duck Walk—acardiopulmonary fitness assessment offered each semester</td>
<td>Number of years Philip Samaan, PhD, will have taught religion at Southern before retiring this summer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fascinated by People
by Natalia Perez, junior mass communication major

At the age of 3, Ruth gathered a stack of Christmas cards sent from family friends. She lined them up, named each one, and treated them as her students. She taught them everything she knew including the alphabet, counting, and Sabbath school lessons. Her makeshift classroom of holiday correspondence was the humble beginning for a now passionate and imaginative professor.

Ruth Williams, PhD, psychology professor at Southern, can’t remember ever wanting to pursue any career other than teaching. Her love for it was further expanded by her father’s love of reading. She craved knowledge and the growth it fostered, and she yearned to share it with others.

Purpose in Psychology
After graduating from Oakland College (now Oakwood University) with a bachelor’s degree in psychology, Williams earned a master’s at Andrews University and a doctorate at the University of Minnesota. Then in 2000, she joined Southern’s faculty in the School of Education and Psychology. Her fascination with people, paired with her deep rooted passion for psychology, made for a vibrant addition to the department.

“People never cease to amaze me,” Williams said. “There’s almost an infinite variety of ways people fascinate me. There is never a single moment for boredom. I don’t know that we can ever get to the point where there isn’t something new or interesting about someone.”

Williams’ passion is also instrumental in guiding students to the true meaning of being a Seventh-day Adventist psychologist.

“When we have lost so much because we have not taken advantage of the power and the usefulness that the field of psychology offers to achieve an abundant life,” she said, “because God brings psychology into the full picture.”

Williams’ work is characterized by a missionary zeal, especially in Research Design and Statistics I and II, her infamous, year-long research course required for psychology and social work majors. As part of the class, students must develop an idea for an independent, scientific research project, which they conduct over the course of the year, presenting the findings on Campus Research Day.

“Every time I think I should back off on the difficulty, I get emails from students who thank me,” Williams said. “They say things like ‘Thank you so much! I hated it, and I had a love-hate relationship with you, but it was the one thing I feel has built my character and has been instrumental in forming the person I am today.’”

She explained that everything comes into perspective on Campus Research Day; once students see the culmination of all their hard work, they carry a sense of accomplishment. Williams takes joy in that. “Seeing them thrive and flourish, that’s my pay.”

“Dr. Williams is an inspiration,” said Adonjah “Nina” McCann, junior psychology major. “She pushes you to reach limits that you didn’t know you could reach. When she speaks, you listen, and you know you’ll come out a better person because of it.”

“When I think of Professor Williams, I think of power and wisdom personified,” said Dylan Gibbons, junior social work major. “When she steps into a room, the atmosphere changes. She is a motivator of enormous proportions, a challenging professor, but most of all an incredible witness of God’s wisdom and goodness.”

For All Students
Part of Williams’ fascination with people comes from their differences; she is particularly intrigued by people who think differently from her. Her openness has made her office a haven for students. For example, after the presidential election in 2016, students from all over the political spectrum sought out Williams.

“I need to care for all students,” Williams said. “If I stop caring, I shouldn’t be here … but I am here because God wants me to be. I am happy here. This diverse environment provides great opportunity for discussion. I’ve had a good experience at Southern Adventist University with faculty, with staff, and with employees. I have friends and people I love all across campus.”

Ruth Williams is passionate about teaching psychology from an Adventist perspective.
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Pi Day With an Astronaut
With 20 years of experience working for NASA, Don Thomas knows a thing or two about space. He flew four space shuttle missions, logging 44 days in space and orbiting the Earth nearly 700 times. To celebrate Pi Day (March 14) this spring, the Physics and Engineering Department partnered with Collegedale Academy to invite Thomas to campus, where he inspired a new generation to look to the stars. After the talk, Josiah Lucas, son of John, ’02, and Lora, ’05, presented Thomas with his drawing of a rocket.
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A
s she wraps up four years at Southern, Chelsea Dancek, ‘18, plans to use the talents she cultivated here to serve God. While she was initially drawn to campus by the friendly environment and helpful professors, she quickly noticed something else: numerous opportunities to actively participate in ministry. Realizing she was in the right place, Dancek jumped into volunteer work, joined a praise team, and eventually led out in a small group Bible study. She also helped with Southern’s annual Martin Luther King Jr. Service Day and the Feed My Starving Children event during Homecoming last fall—an initiative to pack nutritious, ready-to-eat meals for children in areas ravaged by disasters.

Proudly embracing the title of “church hopper,” Dancek spent her Sabbaths playing piano on praise teams for many different churches in the area. She found that as she dedicated time to this musical ministry, she grew in her spiritual walk.

"Music has been an excellent way for me to connect with God," she said. As a biology major, Dancek initially planned to attend medical school after Southern, but over time she realized that was not the right fit for her. Feeling a clear call to mission work, she decided to prepare for dental school, recognizing the need for more dentists to help underprivileged children.

"Southern really pushed me academically and spiritually. It gave me the opportunity to ask questions, along with the resources to answer them," Dancek said. "Southern is a safe place to grow."

With her diploma in hand, Dancek plans to spend next year as a student missionary.

“I’ve always wanted to serve as a missionary,” she said. “My time here at Southern was pivotal in making that decision a reality.”

Ready to Serve

by Natalie Boonstra, freshman public relations major

Graduation weekend is a high point in any college career. The pomp and circumstance, friends and family, and guest speakers contribute to the air of celebration. Yet Commencement is just the tip of the iceberg; it represents the culmination of hundreds of hours of lectures, mountains of papers and projects, and for many, a new clarity of purpose. Southern congratulates the 424 graduates this May! Chelsea Dancek is one of them.
Building a Stronger Southern Together

The Southern family grapples with a complex racial history, while making strides toward an inclusive, Christ-centered future.

As a campus, Southern has changed dramatically in its 126 years: location, size, buildings, professors, and demographics are all very different now than in 1892. Certain core values remain firmly rooted, such as staying centered on Christ, prioritizing service, and providing quality Adventist education. However, some of the early decisions made by school and church leadership continue to haunt Southern, such as remaining racially segregated until 1965. This year the university administration is making strides to lay that history to rest and commit to more intentional inclusion moving forward, growing together as a family—not just the Southern family, but the family of God.

A CLOSER LOOK

As he took his place in the corner office of Wright Hall in 2016, President David Smith, PhD, recognized that something was not right. On the surface, the diverse student body seemed as happy and well integrated as any university president could hope. But Smith picked up on an undercurrent, and it concerned him. So for the next year and a half, he sought out opportunities to listen. He listened to students, parents, employees, alumni, community members, and other constituents. And over time, something became clear to Smith: a significant number of people, particularly in the black community, viewed Southern as a racist, white institution.

Many who held this view had never visited campus but had heard about the history of segregation at the school, and despite an increasingly diverse student body, the narrative persisted that Southern had not done enough to move past that history. Even black students on campus expressed a sense that Southern could do better.

Smith began planning. He met with the leadership at other universities to learn how they had addressed the issue. He pursued leadership options to re-energize Southern’s Diversity Committee and explored what it would look like to introduce an administrative position focused on unity and inclusion. And he prayed.

Then, this February, a campus visitor from the local community posted an anonymous racist message on social media during the students’ annual Black Christian Union Saturday night event, stimulating intense dialogue across campus. During one of those discussions, Smith suggested that it was time for Southern to apologize for the past and pledge to make intentional changes moving forward. The resulting video can be viewed at southern.edu/diversity.

STEPS FORWARD

One of the key advances introduced in the video was the immediate creation of a new vice president position. This individual will dedicate his or her time to serving people of all ethnic backgrounds on campus in a broad way, facilitating unity and community while celebrating the unique cultures represented at Southern.

To expedite the process of filling the position, President Smith stepped into the role of chairperson for the university’s Diversity Committee, which had been without a leader for several months. The committee is responsible for developing a job description and leading the search process for the new vice president.

The process began with a series of sharing sessions to help identify the priorities for the new position and to better understand the perspectives, concerns, and challenges students are facing. Facilitated by professional consultants, these sessions gave students the opportunity to participate and confidentially share their thoughts.

Recognizing that education is a key component of bridging divides and increasing understanding, the committee also began planning relevant educational opportunities and programming for campus. These efforts will continue into the future.

“We are not under the illusion that the steps we are taking, including the new vice president, will prevent individual problems from springing up,” Smith said. “That isn’t why we are pursuing these initiatives. But taking these steps and having this dedicated individual on our campus will help us experience better unity and harmony—and better support for our students—throughout the year, even when unfortunate incidents do happen.”
One of the grassroots campus initiatives began in early 2016, when Januwina Nixon, PhD, and Doug Tulls, PhD, (Southern employees at the time) saw a need for open, honest, constructive dialogue about race. They began holding monthly group discussions, welcoming any Southern employee to participate. These sessions continue, now facilitated by Stephanie Guster, MSW, assistant professor of social work, and Tom Verrill, senior vice president for Financial Administration. Below, they share a few thoughts from their experience:

**Why is it important to have these discussions?**

**Tom:** The act of talking about the issues, opening up and hearing each other’s stories and experiences, is how we grow. The interactions that we have together help us know each other better and grow in relationship, adding clarity to the conversation. I think, partly, people are afraid of discussing racial topics. But by having the dialogue, it says: “We can do this. We can have this conversation.”

**Stephanie:** The things that we fear, we usually stay away from. Like me and spiders—I don’t like them, and I definitely don’t seek them out. But we have choices. To choose to be part of something that you’re afraid of or that creates discomfort for you helps you grow to the point where that fear no longer controls the dialogue or your ability to interrelate with other people. I think it’s important, because we’ll never get to a place of loving each other if we don’t talk to each other.

It’s Relationship 101. We’re just starting a relationship, if you will, at its basic level by coming together to talk. No pressure, no expectations, just talk and grow and learn. In each discussion session, we ask everyone to share something about themselves—nothing glamorous, but something that helps us get to know each other in a way we never would outside of this forum. Like “What is your favorite dessert?”

**Tom:** Now when my wife and I come to your house, I’m expecting blueberry pie.

**Stephanie:** I know, and not just typical blueberries: wild blueberries from Maine. I learned that in one of our discussions, and I wouldn’t have known it otherwise.

**Tom:** The last point, the church moved to having segregated meetings and schools in the South in order to more effectively reach both groups.

**Stephanie:** “Yankees”—were viewed with suspicion, Adventists worshiped on the “wrong” day, and the Northern Adventists wanted blacks and whites to attend the same meetings. Due to strong resistance, even reportedly burning segregated meetings and schools in the South in order to more effectively reach both groups.

**Tom:** First, acknowledge the fear and apprehension of the topic and the words. I’ve found that people are very gracious and understanding if you can be real with them. In the first conversation Stephanie and I had, I told her I wasn’t sure of the right word to use—should I say black? Or African-American? I didn’t know. Just acknowledging those things helps disarm the situation and allows us to talk. Another tip would be to start with less controversial topics and let the dialogue and people grow through the process, rather than getting into difficult topics that put people on edge right from the beginning.

**Stephanie:** Additionally, it helps to realize that all of us are on a different point in the journey. My perspective may be different from that of someone who’s coming to the dialogue for the first time; everybody has a different point of view.

**Can you share some tips for how to approach such a sensitive topic?**

**Tom:** I say black? Or African-American? I didn’t know. Just acknowledging those things helps disarm the situation and allows us to talk. Another tip would be to start with less controversial topics and let the dialogue and people grow through the process, rather than getting into difficult topics that put people on edge right from the beginning.

**Stephanie:** It reminds me of when I studied Spanish. I made so many mistakes and embarrassed myself all the time using the wrong word or intonation and it’s a completely different meaning. That happened once when I was baking cookies. The word for flour is very similar to the word for sand, and I asked for sand. These dialogues are almost like learning to speak another language, learning to understand how someone else communicates, how they’ve received messages, and what’s important to them. And like learning another language, we have to give ourselves permission to not do it perfectly but to keep trying.
On a personal level, what inspires you to be engaged in this process?

Stephanie: I am motivated by my 19-month-old son, Joshua. I desire for him to grow up and be able to know who God has created him to be. Since there’s so much racialized tension right now in our nation and around us, the only way that I can think of to create a better world for him is to be involved.

How have you personally grown through this experience?

Stephanie: It actually goes back to everybody being at a different point in the journey. Sometimes when Tom and I sit down to plan for our group discussions, I’m ready to be at mile marker 10, and Tom has to remind me: “Let’s come back a little bit. That’s for three months down the line. It’s not for right now.” I’ve grown in my ability to be patient with the process. It’s not a sprint. It’s more of a marathon.

Tom: One of my deeply held core beliefs is that God has chosen to draw to Himself a dying, sin-filled world by revealing His character and glory through the church and, by extension, our educational system. The way I see it, how we relate to each other and work together is the means He has chosen for showing people who He is. If there’s racial disharmony or unaddressed hurts, we can’t effectively do that.

For me, probably more than for Stephanie, learning the tools to have a meaningful dialogue about race has been valuable. Knowing the terminologies and the issues—plus gaining a better sense of what other people’s experiences and history have been—gives you the opportunity to feel a little more comfortable in the dialogue and feel that you can engage in it more effectively. When you hear the personal stories of colleagues and friends, it provides a face and a name to these issues. It causes you to reconsider how you think about things, your perspective and how you act, how intentional you are in addressing issues and making things better.

During one of the discussion groups, a black employee shared a story about his two sons. They are close to my age and had lived in the same Northern town where I went to school and worked for many years. He told how as teenagers driving around my hometown, his sons were stopped 17 times by police in one year alone. They weren’t doing anything wrong, and they didn’t get any tickets; they were just stopped, and often searched.

In the same timeframe, on the same roads, at about the same age, I didn’t get stopped at all. The only conclusion I could draw is that they were being treated differently because of skin color. I had been totally oblivious to any issues there, and gaining that understanding and knowledge changed my thought process about race in society. This was not something that happened only in certain big cities around the country. This was in my little rural hometown, and it was very real to hear the pain of that story. It has had a profound effect on how I look at things.

As Christians, what is our responsibility? What unites us?

Stephanie: I believe what unites us at Southern is the reality that all of us want to look at the face of Jesus and please Him. That’s the Christian aspect. I think the human aspect is that every parent wants something better for their children than they had growing up. I think that desire unites us, regardless of what it looks like in your world or what your experience has been.

Tom: As we look to the Bible, we’re called to do two things: to love God with all our heart, soul, and mind, and to love our neighbor as ourselves. I don’t believe you can do that if barriers or prejudice stand between you and your brother or sister. When we acknowledge that we are all sons and daughters of God, created in His image, all part of the same family looking forward to going home to the same heavenly Father, what greater reason could there be for unity? I think that as we draw close to Jesus, breaking down walls becomes a natural part of what we do. But it’s a journey.
What is your sense of where we’re headed at Southern?

Tom: My experience has been that Southern is a wonderful place. It is filled with many gracious, loving people and is mostly harmonious. That doesn’t mean there’s no room to grow. I see us starting from a good place and heading toward a better place both on this Earth and ultimately, in heaven. We’re hoping to be part of that growth. We have the opportunity to be a model of unity on our campus. That’s really something that I’m praying for—that people of all races and cultures and backgrounds and experiences can find love and grace and acceptance at Southern in a unique and exceptional way that many don’t experience in society.

Stephanie, I know that might be easier for Tom to say as a white male. What has your experience been?

Stephanie: My experience at Southern has been almost entirely positive, but I have to recognize that my experience has not been everyone’s experience. What would our campus be if every single person’s experience had been exclusively positive? Knowing that hasn’t been the case is what keeps me engaged. I’ve heard people say, “We’re going to have these race issues until Jesus comes.” That might be true, but maybe OUR campus will become a model for racial harmony. By God’s grace, I hope that’s what we will become known for.

Phillip Warfield, Student Association president and senior history major, set a high goal for himself: to redefine how people view Southern’s culture.

I’ve been here for four years and realized that we have a really unique opportunity, because of where we are and the mix of people that make up Southern—so many people from all over the world and across the country.” Warfield said. “Unfortunately, some people still look at us as this old, racist, white institution that doesn’t care about any other culture. But that’s not true today. I want to show what Southern’s culture looks like today.”

With the theme “This Is Us,” Warfield initiated tangible ways to celebrate the unique cultures represented on campus, showing how together they unite to create Southern culture. In addition to collaborating with McKee Library to create cultural media lists and initiating cultural dialogues, he partnered with the university to create banners displayed throughout campus. The first set of banners, which were hung in February, featured significant African Americans who made contributions both to the country and to Southern’s campus. A similar set of banners was created in April to celebrate Asian/Pacific American history, and in the fall a third set of banners will celebrate Latin American culture. (To see each of the individuals and a short description of their achievements, visit southern.edu/celebrates).

“I hope that’s what we will become known for. We will become a model for racial harmony. By God’s grace, I want people to come together and see the true, whole culture of Southern. I want people to take a piece of Southern culture with them wherever they go, and that culture is made up of so many different people groups.”
Let Your Light Shine

Southern’s mission of fostering an uplifting, spiritual environment on campus goes deeper than the many corporate worship opportunities available. This atmosphere is shaped in large part by students who are so full of God’s love that it overflows to those around them, brightening the entire campus and inspiring others. Meet a few of these shining lights.

Gabrielle Williams: Vespers Coordinator

Every Friday, hundreds of students gather at the Collegedale Church of Seventh-day Adventists to take part in vespers, bringing in the Sabbath. In addition to a speaker, the program usually includes musical selections, prayer, and announcements, which all require planning and coordination behind the scenes. That’s where Gabrielle Williams, a sophomore psychology major, comes in.

“As vespers coordinator, my role is making sure the Friday program is a time when people can encounter God and have a celebration of the Sabbath,” Williams said. “I think it maintains a sense of family, all coming together as a way to unite.”

According to Assistant Chaplain Marc-Anthony Pierre, ‘17, Williams is more than an asset to the Campus Ministries team. “Gabrielle makes an effort to encourage our team to be the best we can be,” Pierre said. “She is an amazing young lady who helps those around her grow spiritually.”

Her devotion to the spiritual lives of others extends beyond her work with vespers. In her personal life, Williams tries to make sure that others can see God working through the way she carries herself; she believes that cultivating a relationship with God is important for every situation that a person faces in life.

“If God is our daily bread, we can’t just eat once a week,” Williams said. “We need to be incorporating that into our everyday lives to thrive.” —by Tierra Hayes

Vanessa Hernandez and Jamil Hairston: Founders of First Love Ministries

Vanessa Hernandez, senior elementary education major, and Jamil Hairston, senior clinical psychology major, began dating their senior year of high school. Since then, God has used them to create something bigger than either of them.

Her freshman year at Southern, Hernandez found joy in LifeGroups—student-led small groups on campus—and quickly took on a leadership role. As she grew in her walk with Jesus, her motivation for leading out changed.

“I used to do ministry publicly because it boosted myself,” Hernandez said. “Now, the motivation comes from a deep-rooted relationship with Jesus.”

Meanwhile, Hairston was a leader in gymnastics, and the couple started their outreach program that set the tone for the growth he experienced in his spiritual walk.

“My perspective changed; before I was doing things for God to fulfill me, now I’m doing them because of my salvation,” Hairston said. “Now, the motivation comes from a deep-rooted relationship with Jesus.”

His love for ministering to others is a way of life,” Hernandez said. “God overflowed him, and it all poured out on me.”

—by Oksana Wemore

Caleb Cook: Background Influencer

You may not always see Caleb Cook, senior management and graphic design double major, up front singing or speaking, but he gives back with his willing attitude and dedication to Christian service. Some might call him a “background influencer” here at Southern.

During his freshman and sophomore years, Cook was actively involved in the Eye Witness Club—a door-to-door outreach program that set the tone for the growth he experienced in his spiritual walk.

“My perspective changed; before I was doing things for my salvation, now I’m doing them because of my salvation,” Cook said.

“God has used me despite myself,” she said. “My job opens the doors for deeper relationships. Yes, I do night check and unlock apartments, but my real job is being there for my girls. I want them to know, ‘I’m praying for you, and you can come talk to me about anything.’” —by Shaunn Brandon

Claude Delille: Resident Assistant

Starting Eagle, a senior nursing major, met Claude Delille when they were both freshmen, and from day one, Delille struck her as different.

“I admire Claude for her constant positivity and kindness,” Eagle said. “She is an amazing person with open arms and a willingness to serve others.”

Now a senior biology major with a biomedical emphasis, Delille continues to minister to students around her as a resident assistant (RA) in Southern Village, the on-campus apartments for upperclassmen.

“People seem to think I have it all under control, and I truly praise God—that’s Him in me!” Delille said. “I have a lot of insecurities, but I love to smile. I always ask God to give me a reason to keep smiling, and He does, but I’m working in progress.”

She describes her college experience as God working and showing Himself in every detail. She started at Southern with a four-year plan for her job, her major, and her living situation. God fulfilled and then exceeded her wishes, including her job as an RA.

“God has used me despite myself,” she said. “My job opens the doors for deeper relationships. Yes, I do night check and unlock apartments, but my real job is being there for my girls. I want them to know, ‘I’m praying for you, and you can come talk to me about anything.’” —by Natalie Boonstra
A string of teenage boys on mountain bikes wind their way through the woods, slightly out of breath as they reach the top of the ridge. This group of students from McCallie School in Chattanooga comes frequently to Southern Adventist University to ride the extensive wooded trail systems.

“White Oak Mountain and Fenton Forest on Bauxite Ridge are the best beginner trails in the area,” says Jake Altemus, director of Outdoor Programs at McCallie. “These trail systems are a great example of conservation, stewardship, public health, and recreation management. People come to town from all over the region to ride them.”

Altemus regularly brings his mountain bike classes out to Southern, explaining that White Oak has such variety that his school groups can bike there three or four times before they see the same trail twice. He also appreciates the trails’ technical elements, consistent maintenance, and excellent signage.

With more than 30 miles of hiking and biking trails, Southern’s outdoor areas are a valuable asset to the local community. In recent years, generous donors helped expand the system, sponsoring exciting natural enhancements to White Oak Mountain (previously known as the Biology Trails) and Fenton Forest through Southern’s Campaign for Excellence in Faith and Learning. The Sabbath Trail in particular is a unique opportunity for learning about the Bible as hikers explore a 1.5-mile loop punctuated by plaques with Bible verses and facts about the Sabbath.

“At Southern, we are blessed with a beautiful outdoor environment,” shares Carolyn Hamilton, vice president for Advancement at Southern. “Because of our deep appreciation for God’s creation, we desire to share these outdoor spaces so that our community can enjoy His handiwork and achieve better health, as well.”

Doug Coulter, owner of Scott’s Bicycle Centre in Cleveland, Tennessee, has been a fan of Southern’s trail systems for a long time, dating back to 1984 when he attended Southern and hiked the trails. In 1999 he started a trail-riding group. On Tuesday nights in the winter, he and 25-40 friends ride Southern’s trails for about 1.5 hours. These rides are made especially exciting because they are in the dark with bike headlights.

“I’m very thankful to the university and to the generous private donors who have helped make the trails what they are,” Coulter shares. “I know a lot of non-Adventist people who come through my shop and have a really positive impression of Adventists just from their interactions with Southern’s trail systems. These trails help us open up conversations where people want to learn what we believe and why.”
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disseminate the latest research on the archaeology of the ancient Near East for the university and wider community. Several lectures each year feature research from leading scholars around the world and are open to the public.

“Seven-day Adventists are known as ‘people of the Book,’” says Michael Hasel, PhD, director of Southern’s Institute of Archaeology. “We teach our disciplines from a biblical foundation. This museum focuses on the authentic history of the Bible and is appropriately housed at the School of Religion, where students study the Bible as they prepare to serve the church and the world.”

Many homeschooling groups take advantage of this resource as a way to enrich their children’s curriculum and understanding. Jennifer Pendleton, for example, arranged a visit for the Explorers Homeschool Group, a group that meets out of Grace Point Church. They especially enjoyed the section about how seals were made and used.

Stephen Black of the Jewish Community Center of Greater Chattanooga really enjoyed the museum, as well. His favorite sections were the chronological map based on the history of the biblical regions and the collection of identity rings and stamps, the largest he had ever seen.

“It was a great educational experience,” he says. “I told all of my friends about it.”

Bob Henry of Huntsville, Alabama, learned about Southern through his involvement with the Kibbutz Qeiyafa dig in Israel. He heard that Adventists had been working there as well, and when he learned that they had a College of Arts and an archaeological library, he wasted no time in coming to check it out.

“The museum’s exhibit filled me in on what I had missed on the dig,” Henry recalls. “When I first got involved with the site, I had no idea that it would become one of the most exciting digs of the century, the place where David’s brothers waited for him during the fight against Goliath. The dig and the museum’s exhibitions of its finds helped me draw pictures in my mind and imagine things more accurately. It allowed me to connect more deeply with the Bible.”

A LIFETIME LOVE OF LEARNING

Not only has Henry visited the museum multiple times, but he also comes to campus frequently to hear the archaeology lectures. When possible, his wife, Rachel, a Charismatic pastor, comes with him to gain additional perspective about biblical history.

Southern actually offers a number of lecture series on a wide range of topics. For example, the E.A. Anderson Lecture Series features guest speakers who share lessons and insights from the business world. Hosted by the School of Business, the series was founded 50 years ago. Community and retired faculty member Nancy and Mitchell Thied attend these events as often as possible and recommend them to their friends. In particular, they enjoyed a recent presentation by Ed Davis, a founder of Ann’s House of Nuts.

Another community member, Cindy (Gay) Roark of Chattanooga, also frequently attends and appreciates these opportunities to earn continuing education credit.

Another long-standing lecture option is the E.O. Grunden Lecture Series, which is hosted by the Biology Department and present a wide variety of topics relating to that field. Community member Rita Vital faithfully attends Southern’s lectures on different topics and frequently brings guests along. A volunteer docent of the archaeology museum for nine years, she says, “I am deeply grateful to all of the donors who sponsor these scholarships. Because of their donations through the Campaign for Excellence in Faith and Learning, many students are able to stand behind and support the next generation.”

Music in Music

Music has the ability to transcend the ordinary barriers of daily life and bring people together. Peter Cooper, DMA, interim dean of Southern’s School of Music, wants to share his blessing and enjoy meeting with prospective music students and their parents. At some point in the conversation, talk naturally turns to money. Fortunately, thanks to generous donations through the Campaign for Excellence in Faith and Learning, many students receive scholarships to help them along on their journey.

“Campus scholarships are a foundational investment in our students, and, therefore, an investment in the future of the church and the impact it will have on society,” Cooper says. “I am deeply grateful to all of the donors who sponsor these scholarships. Because of them, we are able to stand behind and support the next generation.”

To learn more about the campaign, visit southern.edu/webelieve.
We rarely wake up predicting that something impactful will occur on a particular day—or even recognize the moments leading up to a life-changing moment; rather, we see them in hindsight when we look back at the event itself. I vividly remember a particular Sabbath two years ago. It was a bright, spring afternoon in April, with a bit of a chill in the air—the perfect weather for sweaters and jeans.

After attending church, I recall sitting in my room and wondering what to do with the rest of my Sabbath afternoon. Then, shortly after lunch, I received a text from one of my friends inviting me to join her for the afternoon FLAG* camp outreach activity (now known as SWAG** camp). I had participated in a couple of these Campus Ministries outings before and enjoyed spending time with the kids, so I thought, “Why not? I have a free afternoon.” Little did I know that this was the first step of a new journey and a new relationship with one special little girl.

Close to Heaven

Once we arrived at the regular FLAG camp location—a low-income neighborhood on the east side of downtown Chattanooga—we followed the routine procedure of going around in groups, knocking on each door, yelling, “FLAG camp! Come out to play!” The kids knew our group and began pouring out of their homes immediately. We played soccer, hide-and-seek, tag, football, jump rope, and hopscotch. Then we handed out snacks and drinks for them while the FLAG camp directors told a Bible story.

That day I remember attracting a group of girls like iron pieces to a magnet. They followed me everywhere I went and asked me a million questions. They were locals, but they weren’t from that particular housing complex. The little girl, who had celebrated her birthday only a couple of days before, shyly introduced herself as Micaela and told me her age by holding up three tiny fingers. I was immediately drawn to her innocent heart and radiant, happy personality. For the last few minutes before I had to leave, we played on the monkey bars together, and her laugh was infectious. As we were preparing to board the van and head back to Southern, I asked Sherry for her contact information and had her snap a couple pictures of Micaela and me. Now, every time I look back on those pictures, I can’t help but smile and remember a moment in time where I felt close to heaven.

The Seed of Ministry

Since then, we have created a string of wonderful memories together. I didn’t know it at the time, but on that day, God planted the seed of ministry in my heart for Micaela and her mother. I invited them to attend church with me, and they began joining me every Saturday. It filled my heart with joy to give Micaela her very first preschooler’s Bible. Over the last couple of years, I have watched their relationship with God develop and flourish, season in and season out. I’ve had the privilege of entering this little girl’s world and creating a relationship with her by showing her a life full of Jesus. Seeing her making new friends at Sabbath school, learning the true meaning of Easter, and telling me the birth story of Jesus makes my heart smile. I look forward to making more memories with her as she continues to grow.

How did Southern prepare you for life after graduation?

During my sophomore year as a financial management major at Southern, I decided to purchase a road bike and began riding in the surrounding area. I found the environment to be a cyclist’s paradise. My first big ride was with a large group during the 70th birthday celebration for Gordon Bietz, former president of Southern, in which we rode 70 miles to commemorate the event. A group of my friends and I chose to ride further, and I was able to complete my first “century ride” that day.

Why did you start cycling?

We rode across America for those who can’t. I was familiar with the condition through a family friend who has MS. Spreading awareness for such a great cause inspired me because of the way we met along the way who are affected by the disease.

What inspired your desire to help those affected by multiple sclerosis (MS)?

I made a promise to myself and my friends that if I could complete a long journey, I would train harder and raise money for those who can’t. I wanted to prove to myself and them that I am capable of doing long rides and helping others in need.

Why did you choose Southern as your college?

Southern gave me the opportunity to surround myself with peers who dared to dream and professors who were at Southern because of the mission, not the paycheck. Being around the professors at Southern shifted my focus from simply getting a job to wanting to change people’s lives. It’s not about how much money you make; it’s about how many lives you impact. Riding across America gave me time to reflect on where I want my life to go.
We live in a world of chasms. Thankfully, opportunities abound for opening these divides with positive action. While we all share a wonderful and rich experience of learning together in the Christ-focused environment that is Southern, we sometimes forget the power of the way fit-sharing God’s love. I believe that He clearly loves each one of us in all of our individual uniqueness and longs for us to be a family bonded in unity.

I am confident that prayer is instrumental in building bridges between different backgrounds and all walks of life. God, I challenge you to build friendships with fellow alumni. Meet with them, call them, or email them. Use whatever methods you feel most comfortable with for connecting. I also challenge you, as Southern alumni, to pray as a family for unity that reflects love—God’s methods you feel most comfortable with for connecting. I also challenge you,
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Unconditional Love

I met a young man who had been a self-proclaimed all-out druggie, long-haired and filthy. One Saturday morning, he found himself in a small Seventh-day Adventist church. He was met by an elderly woman who pulled him in for a hug and told him, “I love you, God loves you, and we’re glad you’re here.” Even when his filth got on her Sabbath dress, she didn’t flinch. For two years, the young man attended every Sabbath, and he told me, “I love you, God loves you, and we’re glad you’re here.” Even when his filth got on her Sabbath dress, she didn’t flinch. For two years, the young man attended every Sabbath, and he told me, “I love you, God loves you, and we’re glad you’re here.”

Divided

Unfortunately we can see this even in our own church. A number of years ago my wife, Cherie, and I were asked to speak for a camp meeting in Hong Kong. But it wasn’t the main Chinese camp meeting; it was a special meeting for Filipinos, because they were not allowed to attend the main meetings. And you can see this same story repeated over and over around the world; only the specific details are different. As humans, unless we allow God’s love to fill us, we are going to be divided. Because of this, we fight. We fight over ordination and female pastors, fundamental beliefs, lines of authority and control, lifestyle issues. Anything we can think of, we fight about it. To divide and conquer is one of Satan’s most effective strategies to defeat God’s church; to unify in love is God’s most effective strategy.
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by David Smith, PhD, president

Last summer I heard a powerful sermon by a white South African. He had recently read Born a Crime by Trevor Noah, and it profoundly impacted him—he wept through much of his sermon—so I decided to read the book. Although it has some pretty tough language, it also has some of the most amazing insights into human nature and human experience of anything that I have read.

Born into a mixed relationship in a country that prohibited the blending of races, Noah shares an account of growing up in South Africa under Apartheid. “The genius of Apartheid,” he writes, “was convincing people who were the overwhelming majority to turn on each other. … You separate people into groups, and you make them hate one another so that you can run them. At the time, black South Africans outnumbered white South Africans nearly five to one, yet we were divided into different tribes with different languages. … Long before Apartheid existed, these tribal factions clashed and warred with one another. Then white rule used that animosity to divide and conquer” (page 3).

Man’s ability to divide, control, manipulate, even annihilate entire groups of people speaks to an evil power that is still active in our world today. I read an editorial in the Chattanooga Times Free Press earlier this year. It said: “The State of the Union in the United States can be summed up in one word. It wouldn’t take very long to report it: divided.” Unfortunately we can see this even in our own church. A number of years ago my wife, Cherie, and I were asked to speak for a camp meeting in Hong Kong. But it wasn’t the main Chinese camp meeting; it was a special meeting for Filipinos, because they were not allowed to attend the main meetings. And you can see this same story repeated over and over around the world; only the specific details are different. As humans, unless we allow God’s love to fill us, we are going to be divided. Because of this, we fight. We fight over ordination and female pastors, fundamental beliefs, lines of authority and control, lifestyle issues. Anything we can think of, we fight about it. To divide and conquer is one of Satan’s most effective strategies to defeat God’s church; to unify in love is God’s most effective strategy.
HOMECOMING WEEKEND

HIS STRENGTH, OUR UNITY
HONOR CLASSES

SAVE THE DATE!
October 25-28, 2018

• Gym-Masters Reunion
  Past and current gymnasts reminiscing and performing together

• Parade of Nations
  Vespers pageant featuring international costumes and flags

• Missions Expo
  Opportunities for mentoring students considering mission service

• Golden Anniversary Reunion
  Class of 1968 celebrating five decades

Visit us online to view updated Homecoming Weekend information, or contact Alumni Relations directly.

Website: southern.edu/alumni
Facebook: facebook.com/SAUalumni
Email: alumni@southern.edu
Phone: 423.236.2830